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Abstract
An extensive literature links language problems with behavioral difficulties and academic
underachievement. Although less extensive, emerging literature suggests that temperament,
Positive Affectivity (PA) in particular, contributes to language development. Thus, the present
study was focused on PA related temperament dimensions in infancy as predictors of early
expressive language. Mothers (N=148) were recruited and administered a temperament
questionnaire when their infants were 8 and 12 months of age. PA scales: Activity (ACT), Smiling
& Laughter (SL), High-Intensity Pleasure (HP), Perceptual Sensitivity (PS), Approach (APP), and
Vocal Reactivity (VR) were considered. A follow-up evaluation addressing language development
– vocabulary and phrase length, was conducted at 24 months of age (n=85). Length of phrases
positively correlated with PS and APP at 8 and 12 months, and VR at 8 months. Infants’
vocabulary score was positively correlated with PS at 8 months and 12 months, and APP at 12
months. Further hierarchical multiple regression analyses indicated that ACT and APP at 8months uniquely predicted phrase length, whereas PS and APP of 8-month infants contributed to
later vocabulary scores. PS at 12-months predicted vocabulary scores, after accounting for
covariates and other PA attributes.
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Contribution of this paper to the literature
This study contributes to the existing literature by focusing on positive affectivity related temperament
dimensions in infancy as predictors of early expressive language.

1. Introduction
Relations between language problems and behavioral difficulties, as well as academic underachievement are
emphasized in existing research. Language development has been related to the development of self-regulation and
behavior problems (Vallotton and Ayoub, 2011; Petersen et al., 2015; Norbury et al., 2016; Chow et al., 2018). Aro et
al. (2012) found that combined deficits in self-regulation and early language play an important role in predicting
social functioning (i.e., were related to lower adaptability three years later). Rescorla et al. (2007) further found that
toddlers with language delays appeared to show elevated social withdrawal relative to typically developing
toddlers. Not surprisingly, children with expressive language delays are more likely to have symptoms of pervasive
developmental problems (Tervo, 2007). For example, toddlers with delayed expressive language appear did not
exhibit developmentally appropriate social skills at 18 months of age (Tervo, 2007). Roben et al. (2013) found that
children’s growth in terms of language skills contributed to a decline in anger expression and enhanced strategies
they could initiate to regulate their frustration. That is, children with higher language skills used calm support
seeking and distraction as regulatory strategies – they approached parents using their more advanced expressive
language capabilities, explaining their needs, or distracted themselves more effectively and for longer periods of
time.
Language delays can further contribute to the development of symptoms/behavior problems, such as
inattention-hyperactivity (Petersen et al., 2013; Visser et al., 2017). Thurm et al. (2018) found that toddlers
identified as having a language delay were more likely to exhibit externalizing problems, internalizing problems,
and dysregulation as compared to toddlers with typical language development. Toddlers in the language delay
group also demonstrated lower competence scores, including compliance, attention, mastery motivation,
imitation/play, empathy, and prosocial peer relations. Although toddlers in the language delay group and the
typically developing group differed significantly on all outcome measures, competence was the only domain in
which the majority of the language delay group was reported to be in the clinical concern range (Thurm et al.,
2018). Similarly, 4-year olds with language impairment were vulnerable to difficulties in temperament/behavioral
problem domains, compounding existing risk from poorer language development. These children were significantly
different from their typically developing counterparts in persistence, “easy-difficult” aspects of temperament,
conduct problems, and total behavioral difficulties, just prior to school entry (Prior et al., 2011).
Language delays during preschool years were predictive of behavioral deviance (externalizing behavior
problems), hyperactivity, and reading deficits during grade school (Hinshaw, 1992). Tomblin et al. (2000) reported
that children with language impairment often demonstrate associated problems of learning and behavior, such as
reading disabilities and behavior disorders. In another study, language competence was the strongest contributor
to academic achievement, with the youngest children, more likely to exhibit language difficulties, at the highest risk
for behavior problems and poor academic attainment in their first year of formal schooling (Norbury et al., 2016).
The youngest children in a grade were twice as likely to have language difficulties compared to their older peers
which were significantly associated with behavior problems (Norbury et al., 2016). Importantly, language
performance at 10 months was significantly correlated with cognitive and educational dysfunction 10 years later,
predicting academic achievement in the 4th grade (Hohm et al., 2007). Given these noted links between language
issues and developing social skills, cognitive, and educational dysfunction, it is critical to further understand the
factors that contribute to language deficits in early childhood.
Although less extensive, an emerging literature links temperament to language development. Laake and
Bridgett (2014) found that infant Positive Affectivity (PA) at 10 months predicted expressive language at 14
months. Three sub-dimensions of PA predicted expressive language and two sub-dimensions were trend-level
predictors of expressive language: Activity Level, High Intensity Pleasure, and Approach, predicted expressive
language, whereas Perceptual Sensitivity, and Vocal Reactivity, were trend level predictors (Laake and Bridgett,
2014). When comparing pre-term and full-term infants’ biological, cognitive, and temperament predictors of
language development, temperament appeared to have the strongest effect (Pérez-Pereira et al., 2016). Specifically,
Approach, High Intensity Pleasure, and Soothability, as well as Low Intensity Pleasure and Sadness (in a negative
relation), had the strongest effects on word production for both full-term and preterm infants (Pérez-Pereira et al.,
2016). Links between temperament and language development are not restricted to infancy, and have been
demonstrated in toddlerhood as well. When assessed at age 2, the temperament dimension of Positive AffectExtraversion accounted for variance in language skills at age 3 and 7 (Slomkowski et al., 1992). In addition, Salley
and Dixon (2007) showed that temperament scores correlated with joint attention and language measures, but only
temperament was predictive of language development (Salley and Dixon, 2007). Children classified as presenting
with a “typical” temperamental profile, assessed by parents and teachers, exhibited the most advanced linguistic
abilities (Garello et al., 2012). The typical profile was to as such as it was demonstrated by the majority of
youngsters, and was associated with good social orientation, low inhibition to novelty, medium-high positive
emotionality and attention (Garello et al., 2012).
Given the consistent role of positive emotionality-related traits in existing research, the present study was
focused on Positive Affect/Surgency temperament dimensions, identifying fine-grained facets in infancy most
critical to later language development. The aim was thus to identify early temperament precursors of emerging
language capabilities in the toddler period. We focused on the fine-grained Positive Affect/Surgency dimensions
because these have been demonstrated as important predictors of language development (e.g., Pérez-Pereira et al.
(2016)) and because existing research suggests narrowly defined temperament traits are important to consider as
scales associated with the same over-arching factor differ with respect to predictive relations, contributions to
temperament types, and growth trajectories (Oldehinkel et al., 2004; Lengua, 2006; Gartstein et al., 2017; Gartstein
and Hancock, 2019). Based on the available literature, it was hypothesized that fine-grained components of Positive
Affect/Surgency, especially Approach and High Intensity Pleasure, would independently predict expressive
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language development operationalized as the average phrase length and a vocabulary score (i.e., number of words
produced spontaneously).

2. Methods
2.1. Participants

A community sample of 148 English speaking mothers with 4-month-old infants from adjacent communities in
Eastern Washington and Northeastern Idaho were recruited through birth announcements released by hospitals
and published in a local newspaper, as well as the primary prevention program First Steps. First Steps provided
information about this research, along with developmental information aimed at preventing child maltreatment, to
all parents of newborn infants in the local hospitals, regardless of risk factors. Project staff contacted potential
participants identified through First Steps (i.e., those indicating an interest in this study) by telephone. None of the
potential participants recruited through the help of the First Steps program decline participation, whereas seven
families contacted on the published birth announcements decided not to take part in this research. Only families
with healthy infants were eligible to participate and completed temperament evaluations at 8 and 12 months. The
follow-up assessment addressing emerging behavior problems was conducted at 24 months of age, when 85 of the
original families (46 of male and 39 of female children) responded to the surveys. Non-responders either could not
be reached (n=40), wherein either the telephone number had been disconnected or the family did not respond to
recruitment calls and letter, or were reached but declined participation (n=23), most frequently citing lack of time
as a reason.

2.2. Measures
The Infant Behavior Questionnaire-Revised (IBQ-R; Gartstein and Rothbart (2003)) is a parent-report measure
of temperament for infants between 3- and 12-months of age. This 191-item instrument yields 14 scales shown to
form three over-arching factors: Positive Affectivity/Surgency (Activity Level, Smiling/Laughter, Approach, High
Intensity Pleasure, Perceptual Sensitivity, and Vocal Reactivity), Negative Emotionality (Fear, Distress to
Limitations, Sadness, and negatively loading Falling Reactivity), and Regulatory Capacity/Orienting (Duration of
Orienting, Soothability, Cuddliness/Affiliation, and Low Intensity Pleasure). Reliability of the IBQ-R has been
supported for mothers and fathers, as well as samples from different cultures, with Cronbach’s  values ranging
from .77 to .96 (Gartstein and Rothbart, 2003; Gartstein et al., 2003; Parade and Leerkes, 2008) and there is
evidence supporting predictive and construct validity of this instrument (Gartstein and Bateman, 2008; Gartstein
and Marmion, 2008; Gartstein et al., 2010). Internal Consistency of the 14 IBQ-R subscales in the present sample
was generally good, with the Cronbach’s  values ranging from .65 to .96 (mean = .82). Only fine-grained
dimensions associated with the Positive Affectivity/Surgency factor were considered in this study.
The Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach and Rescorla (2000)) for ages 18 months to five years,
containing 100 items, was administered during follow-up around 24 months of age. Specifically, the Language
Development Survey was used. The Language Development Survey lists a series of words (e.g., foods, body parts,
actions, animals) and asks parents to indicate which words the child says spontaneously (beyond imitation or
understanding the given word ). The parents are also asked to provide five of the longest phrases the child is able
to produce, with the average phrase length computed on the basis of this sample. Total scores were converted to
reflect the child's percentile relative to same age peers using norms provided by the authors and reported for
descriptive purposes. CBCL vocabulary indicators correlate in the moderate range with scores on standardized
vocabulary tests (rs = .66 - .87; (Klee et al., 1998; Rescorla and Alley, 2001)). Reliability and validity of this measure
have been established, with adequate criterion-related validity (Achenbach and Rescorla, 2000) as well as interrater (rs = .40 - .75) and test-retest reliability (rs = .80 - .90).

2.3. Procedure

Mothers reported demographic factors when their infants were 4 months of age. Parent-reported child
temperament indicators considered in this study were obtained at 8 and 12 months of age. Mothers were asked to
complete the IBQ-R within two weeks of their child turning each of the target ages. These children were
subsequently followed-up into the second year of life, with mothers responding to the CBCL at about 24 months of
age, providing markers of emerging language competence. Questionnaires included in this investigation were
mailed to the parents and completed at home, at their convenience.

2.4. Analytic Strategy

Descriptive statistics were computed first. Next, we considered Pearson Product Moment Correlation
coefficients among the predictors and outcome variables considered in this study. Finally, hierarchical multiple
regressions were performed with Positive Affect/Surgency fine-grained scales: Activity, Smiling and Laughter,
High Intensity Pleasure, Perceptual Sensitivity, Approach, and Vocal Reactivity, considering vocabulary score and
average phrase length as dependent variables and controlling for child sex and age at follow-up.

3. Results
Demographic information and descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1. Pearson’s product-moment
correlations were computed to examine associations between the independent and dependent variables examined in
this study. A number of significant and trend-level simple correlations were observed for the Positive
Affectivity/Surgency fine-grained domains. Specifically, length of phrases positively correlated with Perceptual
Sensitivity and Approach at 8 and 12 months, and Vocal Reactivity at 8 months Tables 2a and 2b. Infants’
vocabulary score was positively correlated with Perceptual Sensitivity at 8 months and 12 months, and Approach
at 12 months. Therefore, higher levels of Perceptual Sensitivity and Approach at 8 and 12 months predicted longer
lengths of phrases, with Vocal Reactivity at 8 months associated with longer phrase length. Greater Perceptual
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Sensitivity at 8 and 12 months further predicted higher infants’ vocabulary score; and higher levels of Approach at
12 months predicting higher vocabulary score.
Table-1. Descriptive statistics: Primary caregiver and child demographics; independent and dependent variables.

Variable

Mean/Median
28.67

Maternal age (years)
Child sex

Range
20 – 42

Standard Deviation
5.27

Percentage

Males
Females
Child’s age at followup (months)

22.01

50.8%
49.2%
3.14

18 – 33

Ethnicity
Caucasian
African American
Asian
Hispanic/Latino

91.9%
3.7%
2.9%
1.5%

Married
Divorced/separated
Single
Remarried

93.1%
1.6%
3.8%
1.5%

Living arrangement

Highest educational
attainment (years)

15.87

10 – 20

2.29

Less Than High
School
High School
Diploma
Some College
Bachelor’s Degree
Graduate Degree

2.8%
6.4%
26.2%
39.7%
24.8%

Family income
$0 – $7,000
$7,001 – $10,000
$10,001 – $13,000
$13,001 – $16,000
$16,001 – $20,000
$20,001 – $30,000
$30,001 – $50,000
$50,001 – $75,000
Over – $75,000
Positive Affectivity/Surgency Scales (8 months)
Activity Level
4.57
2.62 – 6.53
Smiling/Laughter
4.49
2.00 – 6.20
Approach
5.27
3.33 – 6.83
High Intensity
5.86
4.18 – 7.00
Pleasure
Perceptual
3.85
1.00 – 6.00
Sensitivity
Vocal Reactivity
4.68
2.18 – 6.25
Positive Affectivity/Surgency Scales (12 months)
Activity Level
4.76
2.80 – 6.33
Smiling/Laughter
4.56
2.10 – 6.60
Approach
5.60
3.42 – 7.00
High Intensity
5.94
4.00 – 7.00
Pleasure
Perceptual
4.07
1.22 – 6.67
Sensitivity
Vocal Reactivity
5.06
2.92 – 6.75
Vocabulary score and phrase length percentiles
Vocabulary score
55 (median)
15 – 90
Length of phrase
30 (median)
1 – 90

5.2%
3.0%
5.2%
4.5%
9.0%
10.4%
29.9%
17.2%
15.7%
0.80
0.97
0.91
0.67
1.15
0.91
0.76
0.91
0.67
0.61
1.12
0.89

Note: IBQ-R Positive Affect/Surgency scale scores are on 7-point Likert scale.
Table-2a. Simple correlations: Infant Temperament at 8 months with Average Length of Phrases and Vocabulary Score.

Activity
Average Length of Phrases
Vocabulary Score
**

.17
.15

Smiling &
Laughter
.19§
.14

High Intensity
Pleasure
.19§
.11

Perceptual
Sensitivity
.26*
.30**

Approach
.28 *
.21§

Vocal
Reactivity
.24 *
.21§

p <0.01; *p < 0.05; §p < 0.10.
Table-2b. Simple correlations: Infant Temperament at 12 months with Average Length of Phrases and Vocabulary Score.

Activity
Average Length of Phrases
Vocabulary Score
**

.15
.15

Smiling &
Laughter
.16
.16

High Intensity
Pleasure
.16
.17

Perceptual
Sensitivity
.27*
.33**

Approach
.25 *
.25*

Vocal
Reactivity
.18
.17§

p <0.01; *p < 0.05; §p < 0.10.
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Further hierarchical multiple regression analyses indicated that Activity and Approach at 8-months uniquely
predicted phrase length, whereas Perceptual Sensitivity and Approach of 8-month infants contributed to later
vocabulary scores Tables 3a and 3b. Perceptual Sensitivity at 12-months predicted vocabulary scores, after
accounting for covariates (child sex and age) and other Positive Affect/Surgency attributes Table 3c. None of the
Positive Affect/Surgency related attributes measured at 12 months of age emerged as significant predictors of
average phrase length.
Table-3a. Hierarchical Multiple Regression: Infant Temperament at 8 months predicting Average Phrase Length.

Variable
Model 1

R
.50

R2
.25

R2
.25

F
12.96**

Infant Sex
Infant Age
Model 2

**

Beta
- .05
.50**

.61
Activity
Smiling & Laughter
High Intensity Pleasure
Perceptual Sensitivity
Approach
Vocal Reactivity

.37

.12

2.19§
- .65*
- .12
- .23
.12
.95**
.14

p <0.01; *p < 0.05; §p < 0.10.
Table-3b. Hierarchical Multiple Regression: Infant Temperament at 8 months predicting Vocabulary Score.

Variable
Model 1

R
.63

R2
.40

R2
.40

F
27.38**

Infant Sex
Infant Age
Model 2

Beta
-.14
62**

.70
Activity
Smiling & Laughter
High Intensity Pleasure
Perceptual Sensitivity
Approach
Vocal Reactivity

.49

.09

2.14§
- .40§
- .05§
- .53
.37*
.59*
.21

**p <0.01; *p < 0.05; §p < 0.10.

Table-3c. Hierarchical Multiple Regression: Infant Temperament at 12 months predicting Vocabulary Score.

Variable
Model 1

R
.63

R2
.40

R2
.40

F
27.38**

Infant Sex
Infant Age
Model 2

Beta
-.14
-.62

.71
Activity
Smiling & Laughter
High Intensity Pleasure
Perceptual Sensitivity
Approach
Vocal Reactivity

.50

.10

2.56 *
- .13
.13
- .53§
.33*
.44§
- .07

**p <0.01; *p < 0.05; §p < 0.10.

4. Discussion
The primary aim of this study was to determine how fine-grained infant temperament attributes were related
to early expressive language development. This research expands on the existing literature by the virtue of this
fine-grained focus in connecting positive emotionality and markers of language development. A nuanced pattern of
results was obtained, with Approach and Perceptual Sensitivity emerging as the fine-grained temperament traits
most consistently linked with length of phrases and vocabulary scores.
Fine-grained dimensions associated with Positive Affect/Surgency likely uniquely contribute to language
development as children who receive high scores on these attributes seek out situations that allow them to advance
in expressive language (Laake and Bridgett, 2014). Specifically, children high in temperament traits related to
extroversion may be more likely to engage in social interactions with adults and older children compared to infants
with low levels of Positive Affect/Surgency attributes (Slomkowski et al., 1992). Furthermore, infants with higher
Approach tendencies may use emerging language skills to elicit more social interactions, helping to create
additional opportunities to develop language through socially reinforced practice (Laake and Bridgett, 2014).
Infant Perceptual Sensitivity may have also emerged as an important predictor of language development
because high Perceptual Sensitivity scores indicate that infants are able to attend to subtle aspects of their
environment and stimulation (Gartstein and Rothbart, 2003) an attribute that likely facilitates language
acquisition. Additionally, Perceptual Sensitivity clusters with Positive Affectivity scales during infancy because it
may be indicative of reactive reward orientation under the influence of a Surgency system. Later in childhood it is
typically a component of the effortful control factor, which reflects flexible self-regulation, often defined as “an
ability to suppress a prepotent response in favor of a novel adaptive response” (Putnam et al., 2006).
Conversely, children lower in their ability to experience positive emotions, or with a negative reactive
temperament, may be less able to attend to and process relevant language cues (Leve et al., 2013). Language skills
may facilitate self-regulation by serving as a cognitive tool to comprehend and plan one’s own behavior (Vallotton
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and Ayoub, 2011). Language allows for the comprehension of regulatory-related directives from others and
facilitates the mental organization of internal regulatory processes (Vallotton and Ayoub, 2011). Prior et al. (2011)
explains that the relationship between negative affectivity and language development “potentiates risk for less than
optimal outcomes in the school years where poorer self-regulation capacities and behavioral adjustment added to
language impairment compromise learning progress”. Early intervention to address language concerns is vital in
improving a child’s school readiness, as children with language impairments may exhibit challenging behaviors
creating a higher risk for reading and other academic difficulties (Chow et al., 2018). Although we did not measure
receptive language, expressive language typically lags behind comprehension in development (Bates et al., 1995).
Thus, children higher in expressive language competence can be expected to possess superior receptive language
skills as well.
Although these results require replication, if supported by future studies, low levels of Positive
Affect/Surgency (Approach and Perceptual Sensitivity in particular) could be identified in clinical screenings and
used to target at-risk children. Because our work addresses parental report of early language markers, and not
language disorders per se, the identified children would only be considered at-risk for language development
deemed less advanced than peers of comparable ages. Nonetheless, parents could be informed about such risk in a
probabilistic manner and provided with materials that may help to foster word/phrase production in early
childhood, as well as implementing effective communication interventions that have positive effects on child
language outcomes (Chow et al., 2018). Moreover, parent-implemented functional communication interventions
could also teach children to use communication without resorting to problem behaviors (Chow et al., 2018). This
strategy could lead to improving child language development outcomes with minimal cost, possibly implemented
by primary care providers.
The limitations of the present study include the sample size and research design. Although the sample size was
sufficient for the current research, a larger sample would provide better representative and generalizable results to
the studied population. The recruitment methods and nature of the research also led to a majority of the
participants to be middle class with at least some college education. Additionally, the current study focused solely
on the relationship between infant temperament and language development within a narrow time frame. It is
important to consider various facets of language development over a long period of time to determine the full affect
infant temperament has on language development.
Nonetheless, this work demonstrates the importance of identifying infant temperament precursors of early
language markers, as early detection of language delays and providing appropriate intervention could help with the
trajectory of a child’s social and behavioral development, as well as academic success. Prospective research should
further investigate the various facets of language development implementing performance tests along with parentreport and considering parent-child interaction factors along with infant temperament. A more extensive
longitudinal evaluation would also be important to conduct, considering contributions of temperament growth
trajectories and changes in language acquisition over time. Finally, future research should include more
representative and larger samples to enhance power and generalizability.
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